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Trump VS Biden
RUBY, YEAR 9—CURRENT AFFAIRS REPORTER

C ITY ’ S N EXT 5 F IXTURES

So if you haven’t heard already, there is
the US election currently going on.
Now, I know this doesn’t impact us
greatly here in the UK, but it’s still
interesting to know about what’s been
going on.

Make America Great
Again
VS
Our Best Days Still
Lie Ahead

Trump strongly believes that the
pandemic is not an issue for America
at all, which sounds awful to us--but
some Americans want to hear this.
Some people want to hear that nothing
will happen to them or their families
because they don’t want to face up to
the truth of it.
However, there are many people who
actually do support Trump fully, mainly
people living in Texas, California and
Florida, who are also a few of the main
states whose political vote highly
matters.

The votes are currently being counted
to declare the next President—at the
moment Biden is the projected winner
with 290 votes to Trump’s 214. There
are 34 more votes still to be counted but
Biden has it in the bag!
Let’s start with the basics. Joe Biden, a
77 year old man, a democrat. He is
promising the Americans to actually do
something about COVID-19, stage a
lockdown and fight the virus.
Whereas Trump, he thinks that you can
just inject yourself with strong cleaning
chemicals and you’ll be fine (please
don’t).

•

Middlesbrough v
Norwich City (A) 21st
November 3.00 pm

•

Stoke City v Norwich
City (A) 24th November
5 pm

•

Norwich City v Coventry
(H) City 28th November
3 pm

•

Luton Town v Norwich
(A) City 2nd December
7.45 pm

•

Norwich City v Sheffield
Wednesday (H) 5th
December 3 pm

Follow us

Another problem faced is that because
of COVID, some polling stations have
been put up in tents. The reason this is
an issue is because it is part of the US
law that voting should be held in
permanent buildings and as we all
know (maybe from a windy camping
trip), tents are most certainly not stable
buildings. Therefore, the votes that
were put forward in these polling
stations may not actually count at all.
This means that not everybody has
had a chance to voice their opinions,
which could then lead to an unfair
election.

Results of the Victory Bugle and HPA Google
Classroom Challenges Awards 2020 OVERLEAF

For promotions and
contributions:

Victorybugle
@ormistonvictoryacademy.co.uk

The Bugle’s Statement:
Our commitment to an
inclusive, entertaining and
informative newsletter is what
drives the contributors of this
publication. If you have any
comments or suggestions,
contact us and we’ll address
you issues as quickly as we
can. We can only publish if you
care.
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Bugle and HPA Google Classroom
Challenges Awards 2020
Palmam qui meruit ferat.
LET THOSE WHO DESIRE RECOGNITION
EARN IT.

As we know, this year has not run how we would have liked, and
the opportunities we would usually offer are no longer
possible. However, the Bugle never stopped running. The
Bugle’s contributors never stopped writing, and the Bugle
produced two incredible editions that were far beyond anything
that Miss Eadie and I could ever expect. And while it is always
extremely difficult to select a winner for the best journalist of the
year, we had to make a decision based on the overall
contributions of our writers.
Also, while we were in lockdown, many students continued their
HPA work with the weekly challenges on Google Classroom,
which ranged from maths riddles to analysing speeches on
Youtube. Many posted great ideas and solutions to some really complex tasks.
But, as with the Bugle, I had to select a winner for the prize of a £20 Amazon voucher.
It is my absolute pleasure in announcing that the following won the awards:
•

Journalist of the Year for Outstanding Contributions went to Jacob Edwards, Year 13.

•

HPA Weekly Challenges Award went to Jessica Matthews, Year 9.

Congratulations to both of you!

Are We Alone in the Universe?
JACOB, YEAR 13—SENIOR ENTERTAINMENT REPORTER
A wise David Bowie once questioned “Is
there life on Mars?”. ‘Well, no… not that we
know of really’, was the disappointing,
ambiguous answer that a number of
scientists gave in response from years of
research into the planet. However, recent
discoveries suggest that we may have been
directing our efforts in the wrong direction,
and instead should have been looking
towards Venus, because scientists around
the world are currently jumping up and
down in their undies, giddy over the
possibility that life may exist upon its
surface.
The findings that indicated that aliens
(unlikely the green, googly-eyed and
tentacled entities that we always fantasised
about) may exist on Venus were that a
substance called phosphine was detected in
excess in the planet’s atmosphere. From

our earthly knowledge,
it appears that such a
large amount of
phosphine could only
be created from
biological processes,
and thus from such an
enormous theory
came the international
abundance of excitement. Consequently, there are now
missions being planned for the near future to look deeper into
Venus and see if all these oddities add up to something that’s
perhaps even more odd: life. It must be said that it’s probably
unlikely that humans ourselves will be setting foot on there
though, as us Brits tend to sweat like pigs when it reaches a
mere 20°, so I dread to think how we would react to 467°. Still,
the possibility of strange beings other than ourselves in our own
solar system is a nice thought, and suggests there could be all
kinds of weirdos across the cosmos - including those tentacled
fellows we’ve all come to love.
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NUTS ABOUT NATURE
Is Boris Going Green?
Maisie, YEAR 10—ENVIRONMENTAL REPORTER
On the 30th of September, Boris
Johnson made a couple of speeches
at the (virtual) UN biodiversity summit,
promising changes will be made in
order to protect 30% of the uk’s land
and encourage biodiversity by 2030,
among other things. This may look
very ambitious, however there is a lot
of scepticism on if it actually is.
Especially since the government
considers 26% of the land to be
protected…
And of that land, most of it protected
as it's an area of natural beauty or a
national park. While they cant have
certain developments built on them,
this doesn’t actually help preserve the
biodiversity in that area.

The areas that are under this
security are often overgrazed
meaning there aren’t really many
rare plants or insects there, for
example the Lake District is a part
of the temperate rainforest belt,
yet grazing over so many years
have stripped it of the seedlings
needed to replace older trees
dying. Did Boris really need to
make three speeches and decide
they needed a whole ten years to
protect 4% more than what is
currently “protected”? On top of
that, ten years ago there was a
similar summit in Nagoya in Japan,
all 20 of the agreements they made
haven’t been met.

Wacky Holidays in October

•

Oct 10 th ~National handbag day.

KATELIN, YEAR 8

•

Oct 14 th ~ National spinning top day.

•

Oct 15th ~ Grouch day.

•

Oct 16 th ~Dictionary day.

•

Oct 21 st ~ Hagfish day.

•

Oct 23 rd ~ National mole day.

•

Oct 26 th ~ National mule day.

•

Oct 27 th ~ Cranky co-workers’ day.

•

Oct 29 th ~ National cat day.

•

Oct 30 th ~ Candy corn day.

•

Oct 30 th ~ Haunted fridge day.

•

Oct 31 st ~ National magic day.

•

Oct 31 st ~ Knock Knock jokes day.

•

And Finally we can’t forget Oct 31 st ~
Halloween.

Have you ever wondered what weird and wacky holidays are
in October? Well this is your article telling you all the funny
to the straight up weird!

•

Oct.2nd ~ World smile day. (May not be the weirdest
on this list but a nice day to follow :D)

•

Oct 4th~ Ten-four day. (The fourth day of the 10th
month of the year is the day the world celebrates
radio operators, to which we say, “Ten-Four.”)

•

Oct 4th ~ National ships in bottles day .

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

However the government has been
making progress in other areas of
greener policies. For instance helping
to lead the global ocean alliance which
has an aim to protect 30% of the
world’s oceans by 2030. The UK also
have the “blue belt programme” which
is on track to protect marine areas as
big as India. It’s even trying to try and
break links between our supply chains
and deforestation, but will this be
enough?

Oct 8th ~ National Pierogi day. (On this day in
1952, Pierogies were first delivered to a grocery
store in Shenandoah, Pennsylvania)
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Year Seven Creative Writing Competition
WINNER:
Leah Bruce: An exciting and inventive story set in a magical land.
You managed to engage your reader straight away and kept them
hooked until the end. Great characterisation and excellent delivery.
Well done!
RUNNERS UP:
Matthew Patrick: A very sad but poignant story based on the
real life experiences of people in concentration camps
•
•
•

Finn Corke: Engaging story about the power of jealousy and
how things are not always as they appear
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dilly Jenkins: Excellent use of the diary form to explore jealousy in friendships
Harrison Smith: An exciting story exploring sibling rivalry and the consequences of a wish
Kaitlyn Kemp: A thoughtful and sensitive exploration of family conflict

The Six Kingdoms of Elementia
Leah, Year 8—Creative writer
Flare and Shard stood in front of their parents’

smirk made its way onto the King’s face. His plan was working.

thrones, waiting to be spoken to. They turned their heads to

Once they were to leave, he would strike and take over the

see their father, King Sombra, swiftly walk over to his large,

other five Kingdoms of Elementia.

golden throne. Once he had sat down, Sombra spoke.

The two siblings were readying to leave and saying

“Recently, an old artefact, which was once your

their goodbyes. When the fire and ice engulfed them, they knew

grandparents’, vanished. We have reason to believe that it

it was certain that they had left for Earth. Sombra turned to the

was taken to Earth by a thief. I want you two to go and

head guard.

retrieve it.
“Of course, father.” Flare replied quickly. Shard,

“Ready the army. Tonight, there will be no six
Kingdoms, only one: Othana.”

however, was more reluctant. He slowly nodded his head, but

The guard merely nodded and sped off.

only after thinking through his other options.
“Splendid. You will leave as soon as possible. You
are excused.” King Sombra exclaimed.
As the two gifted children left the room, a devious

That night was a bloodbath. Othana outnumbered the
surrounding Kingdoms and made sure to get rid of anyone who
would stand in their way. All of the remaining monarchs were
locked away whilst Sombra ruled Elementia as one large
Kingdom. Anyone who refused his leadership was also locked
away.

“READY THE ARMY. TONIGHT,
THERE WILL BE NO SIX KINGDOMS.
ONLY ONE.”
Simultaneously, on Earth, Flare and Shard had not a
clue what was going on in the homeland. But, little did the King
know, they were on their way home. They had found the
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artefact. It was not that difficult to find. The King hadn’t
hidden it well enough, and now his biggest threats to the
plan were on their way back at that moment.
As King Sombra and his Queen Amino sat upon
their thrones, a bundle of fire and ice rose from the ground.
From them, emerged Flare and Shard. The Monarchs sat
up straight, surprised and confused as to why they were
back already. Shard looked around and saw that these
were no longer the same walls of the throne room that they
had discussed leaving in.
“What happened here?” He asked.
Sombra scoffed and turned away from him to look
at his nails. “None of your concern, boy.”
“Well, I am concerned; enlighten me.” Shard
retorted.
Flare noticed a large map hanging from one of the

“two swords lay in their hands;
one of fire and one of ice”

walls. There were no longer six separate places, only one.
She judged her brother and pointed in the direction of the

them to attack his children.”
Shard and Flare began to dodge, but failed and were

map. “What have you done?” She said, turning her head
back to the King.
In response, Sombra smirked evilly. “I have done
nothing but create a land of peace.”
The two siblings rolled their eyes. Shard replied
sternly, “What did you do?”
“Fine!” The King held his hands up in surrender. “I

struck with a band of shadows. Flare lay upon the ground,
barely conscious, as their father laughed at their misery. Shard
crawled over to his sister, “I’m going to have to do it. There’s
no way of stopping him without getting rid of him altogether.”
Shard said. Flare had no energy to respond so she just nodded
slightly.

reunited the SIX Kingdoms to become one again. It’s not

Shard got up as his father walked over to Flare’s

that bog of a deal. Can’t you see? We rule over Elementia!

body. “You know Flare, I was this close to having peace. Isn’t

Nobody is in our way.”

that what you want? A world without war in its Kingdoms? And

Flare stepped forward, “Except us” she said, as

Shard, such a strong soul, you would have been a perfect

he hands erupted with wicked flames. Shard got himself

King. Shame it had to go to waste,” Sombra stated. He walked

into position, ready to strike with all he had. Sombra visibly

up to Shard and looking him in the eye.

rolled his eyes.
“So that’s how you want to play it huh? Well, dear,
would you mind stepping out of the room for a while?”

“You would have been King on-“ Sombra started, but
he was cut off by a dagger in his side. A hand gripped on to the
handle, Shar’s hand. He was in pain. Shard had hit a vital

The Queen nodded and left the throne room so

organ. When the sharp object was drawn out of him, he fell to

that only Sombra, Shard and Flare were inside. King

the floor. The King put his hands to the wound, desperately

Sombra stood up and raised his hands above his head,

trying to stop the bleeding. This proved unsuccessful, however,

moving the long shadows that were around the room. He,

and his eyes closed as he took his final breath.

once again, smirked before sending a group of large

A few months had passed since the death of the King

shadows their way. Just as they were about to hit them, the

of Othana. Nobody really mourned him except his wife. After a

teenagers dodged and sprinted to opposite sides of the

few days of consideration, they decided to lock her in the

room.

dungeons for a good few years. After all, she had assisted in
The two of them stared into each other’s eyes and

taking over Elementia. All Six Kingdoms were separate again,

focused. After a few seconds, two swords lay in their

all belonging to their rightful rulers. As for Flare and Shard,

hands; one of fire and one of ice. Flare and Shard

they became the new co-King and Queen. They shared the

exchanged a nod that told them, nonverbally, what they

throne and ruled over Othana and Othana alone. Life was

were about to do. They pushed themselves off the walls

adequate again, it was as normal as normal could be when you

and ran straight toward their father. The King used the

live in a land full of magical beings.

shadowed corners of the room to his advantage and forced
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It’s Raining Outside

We proceed to walk to her cousin Elizabeth's house.
There, her younger sister Peggy says, "Isn't it Saturday?"
while yawning, rubbing her eyes.

Layla, Year 7—Creative writer
It's not a very nice day today. I hesitantly closed the door at 7:45
this morning, regretting even getting out of bed. I walk down the
road and it's raining so heavily that even though I left the house 5
minutes ago, my shoes are squelching.

"No? It's Monday."
"So, what's your first period?" Lauren asks me.
"English. What about you?"

I knock on the door of my friend Lauren's house, taking shelter
under her porch.

"French."

As the door opens, I take a step back, expecting her father to open
the door like always, but no, it's Lauren!

Our head teacher, Mr Longman, deliberately separated
me and my friends. I told my mum but she didn't care.

"Morning! It's a lovely hot day today! Perfect weather!" she laughs,
rolling her eyes.

But, when all is said and all is done, it's raining outside.

Wellbeing

Wellbeing+2020=non-existent.
Mental and Physical wellbeing is a very important part of
life, especially during these times. There’s not a lot of good
news going around this year with the pandemic and all that
jazz, so it’s very important to look after yourself. There are
many ways to do this, such as:

•

Buy yourself a mask with a design that you like on it

•
•

Keep in contact with friends and family, being home
doesn’t mean you have to hide yourself from
everything!

•

Find a new hobby or do more things that you enjoy,
doing something for leisure is a source of comfort to
most people.

•

Don’t believe all the news stories you hear! Of
course some of them are true, but a lot are
exaggerated to make an eye-catching headline.

RUBY, YEAR 10—ENTERTAINMENT REPORTER
•

Remind yourself that
you’re not the only
one going through
this, you are 100% not
alone.

•

Find some news
reports about positive
affairs, even though it
seems it, there’s still
some good things
going on out there.

Remember to follow the
government guidelines, wear a mask and look after yourself!
Stay safe :)

A DVERTISEMENT

D UKE OF E DINBURGH AWARD
A DofE programme is a real adventure from beginning to end. It doesn’t matter who you
are or where you’re from. You just need to be aged between 14 and 24 and realise there’s
more to life than sitting on a sofa watching life pass you by.
Levels
You can do programmes at three levels, which when completed, lead to a Bronze, Silver
or Gold Duke of Edinburgh’s Award.
Sections
You achieve your Award by completing a personal programme of activities in four sections
(five if you’re going for Gold) – Volunteering, Physical, Skills, Expedition and for Gold, a
Residential.
You’ll find yourself helping people or the community, getting fitter, developing skills, going
on an expedition and taking part in a residential activity (Gold only).
The best bit is – you get to choose what you do!
Your programme can be full of activities and projects that get you buzzing, and along the
way you’ll pick up experiences, friends and talents that will stay with you for the rest of
your life.
For more information, speak to Mr. ROGERS!
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After any traumatic event, it takes time to recover.
Art, photography and Textiles created a series of
short projects in order to welcome students back
into the classroom and give them space and time
to reacquaint themselves with school life, its
changes and challenges.
Year 9 looked at the work of British sculptor
Antony Gormley and created work linking his
powerful installation "Field" with current event
and the ideas of protest, expression and
solidarity.
Year 7 and 8 looked at the hope, cheerfulness and
sense of joy found in the sculptures of Adam Frezza
and Terri Chiao, using them as inspiration to create
collaborative sculptures and colourful collages.
Years 10, 11 and sixth form students all looked at a
range of artists exploring current events and their
own experience of the lockdown period, including
embroidered responses. They explored words,
phrases and statements that recorded their own
experiences and feelings.

Adam Frezza,
Terri Chiao

Antony Gormley
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arts REVIEW
Les Misérables
AMBER, YEAR 10—ARTS REPORTER
On Wednesday, the 24th August, I was lucky enough to be able to see
the Staged Concert of Les Misérables at the Gielgud Theatre, London!
We had seats in the stalls, so our view of the stage was incredible and
you could see every little detail.
I thought that the cast was
exceptional! Everyone in the
ensemble caught my eye at some
point because they were all so
expressive and made their characters
feel real. Alfie Boe and Michael Ball
led the show as Jean Valjean and
Javert, and in my opinion, were the
best I’d seen. As much as I love the
film adaptation of Les Mis, I think
seeing it live is such a unique and
different experience as you get to see
the one take, raw performance in
comparison to the edited film. The
emotions just seem so much more
real and you can really connect to the
characters. Their performances were
so moving, I thought they did an
amazing job of portraying the
characters. You could see how much
emotion they put into every word and
lyric.
On Thursday, the 19th December, I went to the Victoria Palace Theatre,
London to see Hamilton, which I had wanted to see for months!
I already knew all of the songs off by heart, but hearing them live on stage
was a whole new experience. Their harmonies gave me goosebumps
every time because they were so polished!

As for the set, I thought it was really interesting how
the barricade came down from the ceiling and was
lowered onto the stage. It was so detailed with the
different objects, and pieces of furniture which had
just been piled together to make it as naturalistic as
possible, just like how it would’ve been in Paris at the
time of the Revolution. Some of the patterns were so
intricate, and you could see how much thought went
into each piece.
After the show, I was allowed to wait at Stage Door! I
managed to meet many cast members, all of them
were so lovely and allowed me to get pictures with
them and their autographs in my programme!

arts REVIEW
Hamilton
AMBER, YEAR 10—ARTS REPORTER

Everyone in the cast was exceptionally talented. But the ensemble stood
out to me with their incredible dancing. I thought it was really interesting
how they moved with the props, for example the slow motion bullet when
Hamilton gets shot. They use lifts and slow movements to show the bullet
moving towards him whilst he is saying his final monologue, which also
symbolises him ‘running out of time’ which is a key theme in the show.
One of my favourite things
about the show was the set.
At the Victoria Palace they
have a revolving stage which
they used in mesmerising
ways, to show them walking
through New York City, and
during the duel. The
scaffolding details were also
so intricate. With different
textures and colours of wood
to give America’s 1800
effect.
The amount of details in the
costumes also amazed me.
Every pattern and design
had been researched to fit the Revolution time period. One thing I really
liked was the thought that went into the hairstyles. For example in Act
One, which focuses on the War, all of the characters who fought, had
their hair in a ponytail. However Act Two focuses more on his downfall
and family, which is when Eliza wears a ponytail, because this is when
she faces the battles of losing her son and husband later in the show.

“Who lives, who dies, who
tells your story?”
Unfortunately I didn’t get to go to Stage Door
since we saw a matinee performance, but
instead I bought “The Revolution” book which
was written by Lin Manuel Miranda himself and
gives some amazing facts and notes on the
show and designs.
Hamilton is by far one of the best shows I’d ever
seen, and by the end, I was moved to tears!
Everything about it was incredible.
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OASIS
Ruby, YEAR 10—ENTERTAINMENT REPORTER
Oasis. No, not the drink. Ya know, the legendary British rock band of
the 90’s who also have sold over 22 million copies of their most popular
album, Morning Glory.

Liam Gallagher—Lead Vocals
Paul Arthurs—Guitar
Pau McGuigan—Bass Guitar
Tony McCarrol—Drums

In Manchester 1991, 3 men invited another member to their band
which was called Rain at the time. These 4 men who were now working
together are called Paul Arthurs, Paul McGuigan, Tony McCarrol and
Liam Gallagher. Later on, Gallaghers’ brother was invited to their
band.
Their most famous and best-selling album is called Morning Glory was
released in 1995, where it spent 12 weeks at Number 1.
In 1999, Arthurs and McGuigan left the band after having some

extraordinary experiences as performers. However, they were later
replaced. In August 2009, the band came to a sudden end as they decided to go their separate ways after the departure of
Noel. Their 18 years of work hasn’t gone unnoticed, as they have sold over 75 million copies of their albums worldwide and in
1996, had an audience of 125,000 people to what was the largest outdoor concert in UK history at the time.

“start a revolution from my bed, 'you said the brains I had went to my head”

LITERARY REVIEW
White Bird by R.J PALACIO
EMMA, YEAR 10—ARTS REPORTER

In R. J. Palacio's collection of stories ‘Auggie & Me’,
which expands on characters in ‘Wonder’, readers
were introduced to Julian's grandmother,
Grandmère. This is Grandmère's story.

This was an amazing book that I would
recommend to anyone. The character that I
found most interesting was Juliers, who
wasn’t Jewish; most of the stories and
sources about Nazi persecution, are about
Jewish people. I enjoyed reading about his
character as it showed how the Nazis didn’t
just target the Jews, but people who were
different. The story helps to show how the
Nazis targeted didn’t just target Jews in
Germany, but any place that they took over.
The plot was obviously very serious, which
suited the story well, but with the odd light
hearted part which was a good contrast.
From the book I learned a lot about the Nazi
secret police (Gestapo) and spies in France.

HOLOCAUST BEACON SCHOOL
This year at Victory, we have been very lucky to be selected to become a Holocaust Beacon School. Over the year staff from
across the school will be looking at the ways that we can learn lessons from the Holocaust, incorporating into different subjects,
and developing a new, challenging and rigorous scheme of learning for our year 8 historians. If you have any questions please
do not hesitate to contact Mr Mayhew.(l.mayhew@ormistonvictoryacademy.co.uk)

“M ANY OF LIFE ’ S FAILURES ARE
PEOPLE WHO DID NOT REALISE
HOW CLOSE THEY HAD COME TO
SUCCESS WHEN THEY GAVE UP .”
― Thomas Edison

sports

& Anonymous Contributors

Some non-league clubs may fold
RIO, YEAR 10—Sports reporter
As we all know Covid-19 has had large
effects on sport and in football clubs
which are low down like under League
Two but above Sunday League football.
Clubs in non-league rely on funding from
ticket sales but with Covid, fans can’t
actually go into stadiums so some clubs
may have to fold due to their financial
state. Already, FC Oswestry Town (who
were in the North West Counties League)
have been forced to dissolve their club
after being robbed of a promotion but
mainly due to financial difficulties.

T HE T EAM
Jacob - Senior Entertainment Reporter
Maisie—Current Affairs & Environmental
Reporter
Ruby—Entertainment Reporter
Ellie—Entertainment Reporter
Rio—Sports Reporter
Katelin—Contributor
Leah—Creative Writer
Layla—Creative Writer
Amber—Contributor
Emma—Contributor

Football frenzy

Teams in non-league won’t get much if any TV rights and merchandise sales. This is
tragic for the future of football as many ambitious players and promising players may
become free agents which would be a waste and also there would be a shortage of
clubs to climb the ladder so there won’t be any teams to promote to League Two which
would mean that the League would be pointless and interest in the sport would decline.

Football frenzy
NEWSLETTER NAMED BY NEVAN, YEAR 8,
OCTOBER 2018

Premier league transfers
rio, year 10—sports reporter

Now that the national and domestic transfer
windows have closed we can go through the
biggest transfers that have occurred. Arsenal’s
highlights are Partey, Gabriel and Willian but
they didn’t lose anyone important. Their net loss
was £60 million.
Aston Villa have brought in Watkins, Martinez
and Cash, losing no one important. Their net loss
was £74 million.
Brighton only really brought in Lallana with Mooy
leaving. Their net loss was £2.6 million.
Burnley didn’t have a lot of action in the window
but they did loan out Ben Gibson to Norwich.
Their net loss was £990,000.
Chelsea has had a massive window bringing in
Havertz, Werner, Chilwell, Ziyech, Mendy and
Thiago Silva and only really losing Morata and
Willian. Their net loss was £172 million.
Crystal Palace have bought Eze and Butland up

from the Championship but they did lose
Sorloth who was promising. Their net
profit was £990,000.

Man City signed Dias, Ake and
Torres but lost Sane. Their net loss
was £91.5 million.

Everton have also had a productive
window signing Godfrey, Allan,
Doucoure and James Rodriguez but they
did sell Dowell to Norwich. Their net loss
was £63 million.

Man United have signed Van de
Beek, Telles and Cavani however
they have sold Smalling after a good
season. Their net loss was £60
million.

Fulham’s best signings were Areola and
Loftus Cheek coming in on loan but they
didn’t really lose anyone. Their net loss
was £33 million.

Newcastle has bought Wilson, Lewis
and Fraser but didn’t lose anyone.
Their net loss was £34 million.

Leeds have brought in Rodrigo, Llorente
and Raphinha but didn’t lose anyone.
Their net loss was £96 million.
Leicester signed Fofana and Castagne
but lost Chilwell. Their net loss was £9
million.
Liverpool have brought in Jota, Thiago
and Tsimikas and have lost Brewster
and Lovren. Their net loss was £32
million.

Sheffield United have brought in
Brewster and Ramsdale but lost no
one. Their net loss was £56 million.
Southampton have signed WalkerPeters and Salisu but sold Hojbjerg.
Their net loss was £12 million. Spurs
have signed Lo Celso permanently,
Reguilon, Doherty and Bale and they
have loaned young prospect Skipp
out to Norwich. Their net loss was
£87 million.
West Brom’s main signing is
Diangana which caused a lot of
questions at West Ham and they
sold Burke. Their net loss was £29
million.
West Ham have signed Soucek
permanently and Benrahma on loan
and they also sold Hugill to Norwich.
Finally, Wolves have brought in
Silva, Semedo and Hoever and they
sold Jota and Doherty. Their net loss
was £1.5 million.

